MORAVIA

MARRIED COUPLE FROM BISENZ

UNMARRIED COUPLE FROM DÜRNHOLZ

UNMARRIED COUPLE FROM TOBITSCHAU

UNMARRIED COUPLE FROM THE HANNA DISTRICT

338 TO 341 TYPES OF PEASANT DRESS
MORAVIA

342 NEEDLE-POINT LACE

343 EMBROIDERED BORDER OF CHRISTENING-SHAWL (UVODNICE)

344 EMBROIDERED APRON WITH LACE BORDER
345 & 346  LACE BORDERS OF BEDCURTAINS

347  DRAWN-THREAD BORDER OF CHRISTENING-SHAWL (UVODNICE)

348  EMBROIDERED BORDER OF BEDCURTAIN
MOARVIA

358. Peasant Women in Church Dress, from Rohatetz

359. Peasant Women, from Težor
360  MORAVIAN PEASANT'S BRIDAL DRESS

361 & 362  CROCHET LACE FROM SILESIA
363 & 364  PEASANTS' HOUSES AT KARLSTAL (BUILT 1754) AND LUDWIGSTAL (BUILT 1717). FROM WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS BY A. ZDRAŽILA
GALICIA

PEASANT'S HOUSE IN KOSCIELISKO

INTERIOR OF A PEASANT'S HOUSE IN ZAKOPANE
380  CARVED CHAIR, FROM ZAKOPANE

381  PLATE AND SPOON-RACK, FROM ZAKOPANE

382  CARVED TABLE, FROM ZAKOPANE